Same Sound 9

Directions: Find the word that has the same sound as the underlined letter or letters in the first word.

Example:

Board sounds like tore.

1) BUTTER:
   A. mother
   B. too
   C. few
   D. blue

2) EAR:
   A. feel
   B. air
   C. pear
   D. far

3) GENTLEMAN:
   A. get
   B. jet
   C. wish
   D. wretch

4) PLAYED:
   A. loved
   B. jumped
   C. walked
   D. cooked

5) TWIST:
   A. sit
   B. we
   C. new
   D. fight

6) BOARD:
   A. boat
   B. tore
   C. scared
   D. card

7) CRYSTAL:
   A. cry
   B. creep
   C. change
   D. critical

8) DETERMINE:
   A. mine
   B. main
   C. moose
   D. minimum

9) BRIGHT:
   A. kite
   B. cute
   C. fit
   D. neat

10) FIXES:
    A. fizz
    B. miss
    C. wrist
    D. twist

11) WRITE:
    A. wind
    B. wick
    C. rock
    D. fight